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Rating System

Grade Level

To quickly convey the overall quality of a
book, a rating appears in boldface type after
the bibliographical information.

Considerations:
• The intended reader's approximate grade
level appears immediately after the rating.

*

Exceptional quality or merit. The asterisk is used sparingly and only in cases
where the book deserves special
recognition.

• When the reviewer believes that a particular book will appeal to a wide range of
readers, no upper limit is indicated.

A

Excellence. Books that receive a rating
of A will add strength to a library and
should find wide acceptance among
young readers.

• Many books, including picture books, find
a favorable reader response far beyond
the reading level indicated by the vocabulary, treatment of subject, or format.

B

Recommended for libraries that need
additional books in a specific subject
area. Generally books with a rating of
B are dependable, if not outstanding.

C

NR

Will have appeal for some readers
despite significant shortcomings.
Should be purchased only after careful
consideration .
Not recommended.

Book Classification

Book classification follows the grade level.
Books are given a two-letter code, indicating
the genre of the particular book.

FI

Fiction

BI

Biography

PB

Picture book

PT

Poetry

NF

Nonfiction

Children's Book and Play Review (CBPR) is published five times annually, once every two

months from September through June, by Brigham Young University's Department of Teacher
Education, Department of Theatre and Media Arts, and Harold B. Lee Library. Statements and
opinions of CBPR are the responsibilities of the authors and reviewers and do not necessarily
reflect views, constitute endorsement, or set policy of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter- day
Saints or Brigham Young University.
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A Primer on Finding New Books
by Nancy Livingston
Associate Professor Emeritus
and Lillian Heil
Professor Emeritus
Brigham Young University
Every librarian, teacher, or parent enjoys
sharing favorite old books with his or her young
charges, but it is important to keep abreast of the
new books written for young people. With more
than 5,000 new titles appearing every year, this
task may seen overwhelming. Most librarians
know how to locate lists of new, recommended
books, but teachers and parents often appreciate
help in finding high quality books. The purpose of
this article is to acquaint teachers and parents with
selected print sources that recommend and
annotate new books.
The information age has produced an
increasing number of sources to explore. Journals
publish book lists, many of which are annotated.
Several organizations also produce annual
recommended book lists; some chosen by
children, some by adults. The National Council
for Social Studies and National Association of
Science Education issue annual best books lists.
Television news shows and book reviews in
newspapers are other sources of help in finding
good new books. Finally, ask children what they
are reading. After a brief animated discussion, one
of this article's authors came away from a school
lunch line with twenty kid-popular titles.
Review Sources
Several journals regularly publish book
reviews and/or annotated book lists. These
sources make finding high quality recommended
books easy, even for the novice. In becoming
familiar with reView sources and book lists, the
reader must be aware that a review is simply one
person's opinion and that book lists may be
compiled by professional
organizations,
librarians, teachers, and young people.
Horn Book Magazine is publish bi-monthly
and features trusted, critical reviews of
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recommended books. Because it is costly ($53.00
per year for institutions, $43.00 for individuals),
it is likely to be found in larger public libraries
and university libraries.
Booklist is one of the most comprehensive
sources, listing many books published in the
United State and some foreign titles. Reviews do
not rate the books but do offer critical comments.
The annual subscription cost is $69.50 per year,
and, again, it is likely to be found in larger public
libraries and university libraries.
School Library Journal (SLJ) reviews more
children's books than any other review source.
SU is published monthly, and the December issue
features SU's annual "Best Books" list. Most
school, public, and academic libraries will
subscribe to SUo The annual subscription cost is
$97.50.
Book Links is a bi-monthly pUblication of the
American Library Association that focuses on
curriculum applications and book lists arranged
by subject or teaching unit. The books are both
old and new, and the bibliographies are annotated.
The subscription cost is $29.95. Most school
libraries will have this periodical in their
collections, but it is also an excellent resources for
teachers to purchase.
The Bulletin of the Center for Children's
Books is published monthly except in August by
the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.
The book lists are ranked according to
recommended, not recommended, and good
additions for your collection. The subscription
cost is $60.00 and may be found in most mid-size
to large public libraries and many university
libraries.
Children's Book and Play Review is a
collaborative effort of the Harold B. Lee Library,
the Department of Teacher Education, and the
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Department of Theatre and Media Arts at
Brigham Young University. Issues appear every
two months from September to May. Each issue
contains 50-55 books and 15 play reviews that are
ranked as to quality and assigned grade level
recommendations. Unique to this publication is
the moral stance from which reviews are written.
If the consequences of bad choices (e.g. sexual
promiscuity, drug use, dishonesty) are not shown,
reviewers will note these problems even if the
quality of the writing is excellent. With
subscription rates of $15.00 for the print journal
and $5.00 for the web site, this journal is
affordable for teachers and parents.
Book Lists
Since 1975, the International Reading
Association (IRA) and the Children's Book
Council have sponsored ongoing project to
identify books that children enjoy. Books are
selected by publishers and sent to review teams
who use them with children throughout the year.
Children vote on their favorite books in the spring
and the top choices are announced in May at the
annual Conference of the IRA. An annotated
"Children's Choice" list, with curriculum
applications and approximate reading levels, is
published the following November in The
Reading Teacher, the journal of the IRA. Reprints
are available from the IRA Order Department,
800 Barksdale Road, PO Box 8139, Newark, DE
19714-8139.
Since 1989, the IRA Teachers' Choices
program identifies quality trade books for young
people. Two hundred to 500 newly published
books, submitted by U.S. publishers, are sent to
seven regional teams throughout the United
States. Books are circulated among teachers and
librarians, who use them with students. The adults
select their favorites based on established criteria,
and "Teachers' Choices" are published, along
with "Children's Choices" in each November
issue of The Reading Teacher. Reprints are
available from the IRA Order Department. See
above paragraph for address.
The Children's Book Council and the
National Council for the Studies of Social Studies
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sponsor the annual "Notable Children's Trade
Books in the Field of Social Studies." This
annotated bibliography is published in each
April/May issue of Social Education. Single
reprints are available at no charge from the
Children's Book Council, 568 Broadway, New
York, NY 10012. Include a $.77 (3 oz.) postage
paid, self-addressed, 6"x 9" envelope.
The Children's Book Council and the
National Society of Science Education sponsor
the annual "Outstanding Science Trade Books for
Children." Thirty five to forty books appear on
the annotated bibliography, which includes grade
levels, interest levels, and curriculum
applications. The bibliographies are generally
divided into the following categories: biography,
environment and ecology, life science, and
science related careers. A brief list of
recommended Spanish science books is included.
The list appears in the March issue of Science and
Children. Single reprints are available from the
Children's Book Council. See above paragraph
for address and other requirements.
Many states sponsor children's book awards,
and most of these awards are selected by children
from a nomination list compiled by adults, who
are generally teachers, librarians, and parents. In
1980, The Children's Literature Association of
Utah (CLAU) began its Utah Children's Book
Award. Over the years, CLAU has added three
additional awards: Utah Young Adult's Book
Award, Utah Children's Informational Book
Award, and Utah Children's Picture Book Award.
Like many other state organizations, CLAU
maintains a web site of currently nominated books
and past winners. The web site URL is
http://xmission.com-lmosback.
For decades the Children's Services Division
of the New York Public Library has published an
annual annotated bibliography of the 100 best new
books for children. This bibliography is divided
by genre and includes grade levels. To order it,
send $3.00 to:
New York Public Library
Children's Division Branch
455 Fifth Avenue
New York, NY 10016
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For more information, call Susan Pine (212)6210636.
Other Sources
The Children's Book Council (CBC), a
nonprofit organization, issues two newsletters
annually, with articles by authors, illustrators,
publishers, teachers, librarians, academics, and
other specialists. CBC sponsors Children's Book
Week each November and recently began
sponsoring Poetry Week each April. CBC
produces a catalog of book and reading promotion
items, including posters, bookmarks, T-shirts and
more. A lifetime membership is $60.00. For more
information, contact CBC at the address listed
previously in this article or use the web site at
www.cbcbooks.org.
Morning and noon new programs, both
national and local, feature reports on children's
books, particularly during summer vacation and
the holiday season, and interviews with children's
authors. "Good Morning America" reporter
Valerie Lewis discusses children's books once
every two weeks. Another unexpected source
information about books for young people are
local newspapers, with children's book reviews
written by local librarians, book sellers, or
children's literature professors.
Children's and school librarians are excellent
sources. They read children's literature and use
the review sources cited above regularly. They are
familiar with the library collections they manage
and can quickly suggest sources that would be
helpful in the classroom or at home.
Happy Ending
Hopefully, the sources identified above will
help teachers and parents discover many excellent
new books for children (and for themselves).
Happy reading! Remember, you don't need to
read every day-just on the days you eat.
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Instructional Activities for the Second Millennium
by Naney Livingston
Associate Professor Emeritus
and Lillian Heil
Professor Emeritus
Brigham Young University
As we begin the third millennium, the second
one becomes part of world history and a new way
to catagorize, teach, and learn about the past one
thousand years. For teachers and students, the use
of trade books in the classroom offers some
creative ways to learn about and appreciate the
historical milestones of the second millennium.
In Fall 1997, "The Millennium: 100 Events
that Changed the World," was published in a
special issue of Life. The article featured
descriptions and photographs of one hundred of
the most important events and people of the past
one thousand years. In 1998, the book The Life
Millennium (ISBN 0-821-22557 -X)was published.
An expansion of the article, the book is a treasury
of ideas and events of the past millennium and an
excellent impetus for an instructional unit in
world history.
Nancy Livingston, a children's literature lover
and frequent speaker at workshops for teachers,
was inspired to create a list of children's books
that align with the top ten events cited in the
article and book. The list lead to instructional
activities which include the use of trade books in
a world history curriculum.
First is Livington's list of book for young
people which corresponds to the ten most
important events of the second millennium as
identified in The Life Millennium. After the list
are suggested activities for world history
instruction.
Livingston's Reading List of the Second
Millennium Most Important Events
Event Number 1: Gutenberg Prints the Bible in
1455

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/cbmr/vol20/iss3/9

The books that describe the event:
Gutenberg's Gift: A Book Lover's Pop-Up
Book
Written by Nancy Willard
Illustrated by Brian Leister
Published in 1995 by Harcourt Brace
ISBN 0-15-200783-0, $20.00

Breaking Into Print
Written by Stephen Krensky
Illustrated by Bonnie Christensen
Published in 1996 by Little, Brown
ISBN 0-316-50376-2, $16.95
Event Number 2: A Global Civilization:
Columbus'S Voyage, 1942
One book that describes this event:

Westward With Columbus
Written by John Dyson
Photos by Peter Christopher
Published in 1990 by Scholastic
ISBN 0-590-43846-8, $15.95
Event Number 3: Luther Knocks Down the
Door: The Protestant Reformation, 1517
A book that describes this event:

Thunderstorm in Church
Written by Louise Vernon
Published in 1993 by Greenleaf Press
ISBN 1-882-51408-4, $7.95
Event Number 4: The Machine Age Gears Up,
1769
A book that describes this event:
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Industrial Revolution
Edited by John D. Clare
Published in 1994 by Harcourt Brace
ISBN 0-15-200514-5, $16.00

Event Number 5: Galileo Sees the Moons of
Jupiter and the Earth Moves, 1610
A book that describes the event:
Starry Messenger
Written and illustrated by Peter Sis
Published in 1996 by Farrar, Straus, & Giroux
ISBN 0-374-437191-1, $16.00

Event Number 6: The Germ Theory of Disease,
1882
A book that describes this event:
Invisible Enemies
Written by Jeanette Farrell
Published in 1993 by Farrar, Straus, & Giroux
ISBN 0-374-33637-7, $17.00

Event Number 7: China Develops Gunpowder
Weapons, 1100
A book that describes the event:
Science in Ancient China
Written by George Beshore
Published in 1998 by Franklin Watts
ISBN 0-531-15914-0, $8.95

Event Number 8: A Declaration to the World,
1776
A book that describes this event:
Thomas Jefferson
Written by James Cross Giblin
Illustrated by Michael Cooling
Published in 1994 by Scholastic
ISBN 0-590-44838-2, $16.95

Event Number 9: Hitler Comes to Power 1933
Two books that describes this event:
No Pretty Pictures: A Child of War
Written by Anita Lobel
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Published in 1998 by Greenwillow Books
ISBN 0-688-15935-4, $16.95
Smoke and Ashes
Written by Barbara Rogasky
Published in 1988 by Holiday House
ISBN 0-8234-0697-0, $16.95

Event Number 10: The Chinese Invent the
Navigational Compass, 1117
A book that describes this event:
Sailing Ships
Illustrated by Thomas Bayley
Published in 1998 by Orchard Books
ISBN 0-531-30065-X, $16.95

Instructional Activities
Find a copy of the article "The Millennium:
100 Events that Changed the World" or the book
The Life Millennium. After reviewing the
materials, decide which of the following activities
would most benefit students, or adapt these
suggestions as needed.
Activity One: As an introductory activity in a
world history class, ask students to individually
identify what they consider to be the ten most
important events, people, and discoveries of the
last millennium. Discuss the events in class.
Introduce the article or book and check the
publication to see if the events chosen by the
young people made the Life list. Use information
from the article or book and from classroom
discussion to generate a new list of the 100 most
important events of the second millennium. Such
a list could be published in the school newspaper
or placed on the school's web site. At the end of
the course, a revised list could be compiled and
published.
Activity Two: Have students read all or part
of the article or book. Both are designed so that
they be read/viewed in segments. Discuss the
importance of the events, why they merit
inclusion, and what impact they have had on
society and on each individual in the class.
Challenge students to develop their own lists of
most important events of the second millennium,
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to justify their choices, and to locate books
dealing with the events. In lieu of books reports,
ask the class to construct a time line on craft paper
around the perimeter of the classroom using facts
and events gathered from their readings.
Activity Three: Compile a reading list similar
to the one above using sources such the school's
library catalog, World History for Children and
Young Adults: An Annotated Bibliographic Index
by Vandelia Van Meter, Literature Connections to
World History by Linda G. Adamson, and
Children's Books in Print.
Include both
information books and historical fiction. Ask each
student to select and read a different book. In lieu
of book reports, ask the students to construct
jackdaws relating to the book. Although some
people know a jackdaw as a bird that mimics the
human voice and gathers brightly-colored object
to build a nest, in the educational context, a
jackdaw is a collection of artifacts based on a
historical event or period. According to Dodd,
''jackdaws may include such items as maps, a time
line, diary entries, recipes, biographical sketches,
newspaper clippings, music, clothing, artwork,
letters, or advertisements."l Jackdaws make great
individual, team, or class projects and enhance
both learning and retention.
With the use of trade books and creative
instructional activities, both teachers and students
will gain new insights and a greater appreciation
of the past. Have an exciting time visiting the
second millennium in your classroom.

Elizabeth L. Dodd, "Echoes of the Past,"
Childhood Education 75, no. 3 (Spring 1999),
136.
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Book Reviews

Almond, David. Skellig. Delacorte, 1998. ISBN 0385-32653-X. $15.95. 182 pp.

* 5-7 FI

Reviewed by Janet O. Francis

England's Carnegie Prize for children's books
this year goes to a delicate fantasy based on hope
and sadness with side trips to science,
imagination, and William Blake.
Michael, his parents, and a new sister have
just moved out to the country into a very
neglected old house. It needs fixing up and the
family takes on the challenge. At least Dad and
Michael will be doing the renovations because
Mom and Baby (too new to even have a name) are
spending time in the hospital since Baby's heart
doesn't work right.
To begin with, Michael's not even sure that
this baby is a good thing, and digging out a 20
year accumulation of dirty trash from the yard and
garage is certainly not! Michael's recreational
time, which used to be spent playing football and
hanging out with his friends, is now monopolized
by fixing up the old house.
When Michael finds a flattened, raggy, deadpale something in the garage, he is appalled and
fascinated. He suddenly starts to care about fitting
in at school and is rewarded with the friendship of
Mina, who is taught at home and proud of it, and
who has some ideas of her own about the very
much alive creature in the garage.
Skellig is densely written and full of new
ideas for kids. Mina is studying birds, fossils, and
William Blake's angels, and she sees connections.
Michael is worrying about Baby, the creature in
the garage, and life in general, and Mina helps
him to find his own connections. The creature
heals, with their care, enough to become what he
was or what he will be. Skellig is his name.
Obviously not cut from the same cloth as the
Harry Potter books, Skellig has its own voice for
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the imaginative and curious young reader. It
would make a solidly satisfactory read-aloud with
lots of possibilities for discussion. This is a book
not to be missed.

••••
Asch, Frank. Song of the North. Illustrated by Ted
Levin. Harcourt Brace, 1999. ISBN 0-15201258-3. $16.00. Not paginated.
A K-4 PB

Reviewed by Cinda Clement

This free-verse poem about Alaska asks the
question "Who knows the song of the north?"
Each page has beautiful photos of Alaska's
animals in their natural environment with a few
words of the poem which give information about
the animal. At the end of each phrase is the
question, "Who knows the song" of each animal?
It ends with a picture of a little native child
listening for the Song of the North.
The poetry is simple and the photos are
wonderful. Children should enjoy this book.

••••
Borden, Louise. Good Luck, Mrs. K.! Illustrated
by Adam Gustavson. Simon & Schuster,
1999. ISBN 0-689-82147-6. $15.00. Not
paginated.
A 2-4 PB

Reviewed by Vicky M. Turner

Third grade has just begun and the new
teacher has a very strange name-Kempszinksi.
"Say it like this," she instructs, "KEMP-CHINSKI." Ann Zesterman loves the sound of her
teacher's name and uses it in rhymes while plaing
basketball. She would "bounce, dribble, turn, and
shoot to that long, fun name." Mrs. K. makes
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school more fun-it's interesting. Mrs. K. calls
her students the third grade explorers, or the third
grade detectives, or the third grade travelers. Mrs.
K. has been to many interesting places, and she
!mows sign language. Worm day in the third grade
is an event. But one day Mrs. K. isn't at school.
And she doesn't return for a long time. The
children learn that she has cancer and is very ill.
She may never be able to return to school.
At first glance this book looks like a chapter
book with pictures, but a closer look reveals that
there are no chapters. The book stresses reading
and learning without preaching it. The love of a
good teacher makes this a marvelous story.

••••
Bundy, Nikki. On the Field. Illustrated by
Virginia Gray. Carolrhoda, 1999. ISBN 157505-357-8. $15.95. 32 pp.
B 4-6 NF

Reviewed by Keith R. Westover

On the Field is one of several books by
Bundey in the series First Sports Science. In this
book the author attempts to present most of the
major sports which are played outside on a field,
primarily on grass or artificial turf. The book
begins with a few brief pages in which the author
discusses various types of playing arenas, playing
surfaces, body mechanics, elementary physiology,
sports psychology, and clothing for sports. This is
followed by brief presentations of the sports
themselves, taking up about half of the book with
various track and field events, followed by brief
presentations on football games (American
football, soccer, and rugby), hitting and catching
games (American baseball, softball, cricket), stick
games (lacrosse and field hockey), and finally
tug-of-war.
The sports are presented very simply without
any actual detailed presentations of rules. The
value in this book would be to present to children
something of the variety in sports so that they
might possibly be able to choose sports of interest
for later involvement, or even to interest children
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in the science of physiology or the field of
recreation.
The book is abundantly illustrated with
appropriate photographs and drawings. Other
books in this series by the same author cover
sports that take place in the gym, in the water, in
the snow, etc. These books appeared originally in
England, first published by Zoe Books Limited,
which would explain why there is a somewhat
international flavor to the presentation which
includes sports such as cricket, a sport not
generally played in the United States.

••••
Butler, Susan. The Hermit Thrush Sings. Dorling
Kindersley, 1999. ISBN 0-789-42489-4.
$16.95.28 pp.
A 5+ FI

Reviewed by Annette Van Wagenen

Leora's webbed hand has always marked her
as different. As a resident in her stepmother's
household in Village 15, she is in constant fear of
being sent to the "Institute," a place for
"detectives." Yet her strange hand allows her to
draw pictures with haunting power.
The villagers are not allowed to go past the
locked gates of the village. Leora feels that life for
her might be different out there. One day, Wilfret,
a cruel relative of the family, captures a baby
birmba, a supposedly fierce mutated species of
animals. He plans to take it to the Rulers for study
and evil purposes. When Leora dares to free the
baby birmba, a creature that she has been taught
to fear, her life begins to change. This act of
kindness sets in motion unforgettable experiences.
She sets off into the forbidden Outside on a quest
that takes her on an adventure of excitement, but
extreme danger.
This book is a definite page-turner until the
very end of the story. It is filled with warmth,
friendship, hostility, and adversity. Its chilling tale
comes to an exciting climax in the search for
family belonging.

••••
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Capek, Michael. A Ticket To Jamaica. Lerner,
1999. ISBN 1-57505-137-0. $22.60.48 pp.
A Pre-3 PB NF

Reviewed by Lillian Heil

Suitable for early elementary grades, Jamaica
is an informative, colorful introduction to this
Caribbean Island. With colored photographs and
colorful graphics, children are introduced to the
location, climate, history, celebrations, language,
people, sports, art, and the food of the island, as
well as to the famous Bob Marley and his reggae
band.
After spending a year and a half in Jamaica,
I found that this book portrays the culture of
Jamaica in an accurate, positive way that would
be easy for early elementary grades to understand.

••••
Climo, Shirley. The Persian Cinderella.
Illustrated by Robert Florczak. HarperCollins,
1999. ISBN 0-06-026-763-1. $15.98. Not
paginated.
B K-3 PB

Reviewed by Cinda Clement

This retelling of Cinderella with a mid-eastern
twist tells the tale of Settareh, a kind-hearted girl
with cruel step-relations. The father is alive in this
version, but unaware of his daughter's problems.
He does appear to give each daughter money to
prepare for the ball and counsels Settareh to
"choose wisely." After spending her money in
different ways than she expected, Settareh has no
new clothes for the Ball. But the traditional fairy
shows up to prove the necessary finery, and the
story ends as is expected.
The drawings are vibrant and help to tell the
story. Children will recognize and enjoy this
version of Cinderella.

••••
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Cooper, Helen. Pumpkin Soup. Illustrated by
Helen Cooper. Farrar, Straus, & Giroux,
1999. ISBN 0-374-36164-9. $15.00. 32 pp.
A Pre-2 PB

Reviewed by Donna J. Jorgensen

Three friends, Cat, Squirrel, and Duck, live
together and share responsibilities in the home.
They eat pumpkin soup every day; Cat cuts up the
pumpkin, Squirrel stirs the soup, and Duck adds
the salt. One morning, Duck decides he wants to
stir the soup. Cat and Squirrel insist he is too little
and besides, it isn't his job. So Duck runs away.
When Cat and Squirrel decide he's not coming
back, they lose their anger, saying that they really
should have let him stir and go looking for him.
After a long search in the dark, they give up only
to find him at home when they return. Even
though it is late, they make pumpkin soup and let
Duck stir. He makes a mess but they don't say
anything-friendship is more important. At the
end of the book is a recipe for Pumpkin Soup.
Cooper's illustrations are warm and friendly,
filled with the good pumpkin colors of autumn.
The story supports good friends and recognizes a
common source of squabbles. Children enjoy the
story right to the end. It's great to have a good
pumpkin story not tied to Halloween! And who
knows? Maybe some kids will be encouraged to
taste that weird pumpkin soup.

••••
Dengler, Marianna. Fiddlin' Sam. Illustrated by
Sibyl Graber Gerig. Rising Moon, 1999.
ISBN 0-87358-742-1. $15.95. Not paginated.

*

4-9 PB

Reviewed by Lanell Rabner

"Like his pa before him, Sam traveled the
back roads," calling the Ozarks his home. He
sleeps out under the stars with only the clothes on
his back and his "fine old lionhead fiddle."
Everywhere he goes he is welcome and people
drop whatever they are doing to come listen to
Sam play. He can fiddle away their worries, their
cares, and the aches in their bones. When he tucks
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that fiddle under his chin, something magic
happens. He makes music "high and low, fast and
slow," playing tunes that "mingle with the wind in
the pines and meander on to the sky." Folks say
Sam has a gift, but Sam never forgets what his pa
told him when he first taught him to fiddle: "This
ain't a gift, Son. It's a loan. You gotta pass the
music along."
The music of the mountains, of the people and
their simple lifestyle, bubbles up from deep within
Sam's soul, finding its way to his finger tips,
giving life to that old fiddle. But as the years wear
on and the winter cold puts an ache in his joints,
Sam knows the time has come to "pass the music
along." For years he looks for someone he can
pass the fiddle to, but no one is there until the day
he meets the boy with the red hair and freckles.
When the boy holds the fiddle, Sam sees the
music in his face and he knows he is the one.
The warmth of a bygone day where people
took time to hear the music of living is fondly
revisited through Gerig's evocative watercolor
illustrations of life in the Ozarks. Using family
members as her models, she has masterfully
painted a tenderness that washes over the reader,
allowing memories of the past to comfortably
spill out and mingle with the present. Combined
with Dengler's lyical prose, this read-aloud tale
will be enjoyed by readers of all ages, over and
over agam.

••••
Diakite, Baba Wague. The Hatseller and the
Monkeys. Illustrated by Baba Wague Diakite.
Scholastic, 1999. ISBN 0-590-96069-5.
$15.95. Not paginated.
A 8-12 PB

Reviewed by Lanell Rabner

BaMusa comes from a family of hat makers.
The whole family makes wide-brimmed dibiri
hats from the rice stalks they collect after the
harvest. During the rainy season they embroider
close-fitting, brightly coloredfugulan caps. One
morning before breakfast, hats piled high on top
of his head, BaMusa sets out for a great festival,
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intending to sell more hats than he ever has
before. After traveling several hours, he grows
hungry and tired, so he sits down under a mango
tree to rest. Little does he know that the mangos
attract monkeys, who soon become aware of
BaMusa snoring under their tree. Lured by the
colorful hats, the monkeys creep down from the
tree and steal them all away. When BaMusa
awakens and realizes what has happened, he must
find a way to get his hats back. With each attempt
he learns a new lesson from the monkeys, until he
finally discovers that "an empty satchel can not
stand."
Master storyteller Diakite retells this
delightful West African folktale just as his uncle
told it to him when Diakite was a young boy in
Mali. Vibrantly rich ceramic tile paintings give
life to BaMusa and the humorous antics of the
monkeys in the mango tree. In the author's notes
at the end of the story, Diakite reminds us that
folktales not only entertain, but also instruct us in
life's lessons. The musical African dialect
sprinkled throughout the tale make this an
excellent choice for a story hour read aloud.

••••
Dunn, Opal. Hippety-Hop, Hippety-Hay.
Illustrated by Sally Ann Lambert. Henry Holt,
1999. ISBN 0-8050-6081-2. $16.95.46 pp.

* Pre PT PB

Reviewed by Lillian Heil

This book is a must for parents, grandparents,
uncles, aunts, and babysitters because it clearly
shows one way to interact with very young
children in the family. If an adult doesn't know
what kind of language babies will respond to, this
book will advise; if an adult doesn't know how to
stimulate a young child's brain and give him or
her a start on language development, this book
will help; if an adult wants to liven up daily
activities with a spirit of fun, play, and learning,
this book will give guidance. The author hopes
that her book will inspire family members or adult
friends to create their own rhymes as they interact
with a young child.
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The book is divided into three sections. The
first one is the very beginning of the baby's life,
two to 12 months. The second applies to babies
between 12 and 24 months, and the third is
between 24 and 36 months. Along with the
rhymes the author briefly describes the baby's
development and how the rhymes will help him or
her to develop language at each stage. Learning is
what a baby's life is all about, and nursery rhymes
and actions make that learning the playful and fun
activity that epitomizes the best learning
conditions for the young child. Lambert's
illustrations fit the mood of peaceful, happy
playtime and show adults interacting with
children as they share the rhymes with them.
If adults will make use of Dunn's knowledge
of language development and early childhood
education in the home, they will find that children
can grow with rhymes and that the activity is fun
for both the adult and the child.

••••
Fisher, Dorothy Canfield. Understood Betsy.
Illustrated by Kimberly Bu1cken Root. Henry
Holt, 1999. ISBN 0-805-06073-1. $17.95.229
pp.

* 3+ FI

Reviewed by Donna J. Jorgensen

When Elizabeth Ann was orphaned at six
months of age, her Aunt Harriet and Aunt Francis
took her in. Aunt Francis, in her great love and
determination to give the child everything,
hovered over her and showered her with
"sympathy." The result was a thin little girl afraid
of everything. Years later, when Aunt Harriet
(really Francis' mother) falls ill, Francis is forced
to take her away for her health, and Elizabeth Ann
goes to live with her Vermont cousins, though
Aunt Francis dreads the idea. As soon as she
arrives at the Vermont farm, Elizabeth, now
Betsy, is given responsibilities and much love,
and she blooms into a self-confident, caring
young girl. In the end, Betsy comes to understand
that Aunt Francis loves her, but she chooses to
stay in Vermont.

Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 1999

Although Understood Betsy was published in
1917, I had not previously read it-a pity for me!
The passage of a frightened little girl into a
strong, confident child is believable and
rewarding. The book has not lost any charm in 80plus years. An introduction by Eden Ross Lipson
tells how much she has loved the book, as have
her daughter and granddaughter. At the end, an
afterward explains the enthusiasm Fisher had for
the Montessori method of child rearing and the
evidence of that in her novel. This is a wonderful
little book.

••••
Franklin, Kristine L. Dove Song. Candlewick,
1999. ISBN 0-7636-0409-7. $16.99.190 pp.
B 5-8 FI

Reviewed by Lanell Rabner

Can eleven-year-old Bobbie Lynn and her
thirteen-year-old brother, Mason, hide their
mother's "delicate" condition when their father is
declared missing in action, just 32 days after he
leaves for Viet Nam? Mother always has bad
spells when dad has to leave, but this time is the
worst. After hearing the news about dad, she came
home from the Piggly Wiggly and went to bed,
for good. Mason said, "we're going to act normal,
get it? N-O-R-M-A-L!" But how can you act
normal when your mother sleeps all day some
days, rocks and sobs other days, and then tries to
shoot God with a rifle at night? Bobbie Lynn's
anchor to reality comes in the form of the tiny, yet
feisty Wendy Kathleen Feeney. Wendy can call
doves by whistling through her thumbs and loves
to skip because it's almost like flying. She has a
blind, retarded twin sister who she pushes around
the yard on a couch on wheels and everybody at
school thinks she's loony. Wendy believes in
guardian angels and says if you listen closely you
will hear their wings rustle, just like the wings of
the doves.
Bobbie Lynn and Mason are determined to
protect their mother; they promised their dad they
would take care of her. But what if dad never
comes home? Dove Song is a heartwarming story
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about friendship and our need to not be alone.
Bobbie Lynn and Mason discover that it is okay,
even normal, to ask for help.
Franklin's characters are comfortably downto-earth, yet somewhat underdeveloped. The story
is quick paced and at times is disjointed. Despite
these minor flaws, Dove Song is a good read that
warms the heart, lifts the spirit and reminds us all
that guardian angels just don't fly around heaven.

••••
Gibbons, Fay. Mama and Me and the Model T.
Illustrated by Ted Rand. Morrow, 1999. ISBN
0-688-15299-6. $16.00. Not paginated.
A Pre+ PB

Reviewed by Vicky M. Turner

It is a beautiful fall day when Mr. Long goes
to town and brings home a surprise for the whole
family: a brand new Model-T Ford. But no one is
more surprised than Mr. Long when he gathers all
the "men-folk" together to learn the fine art of
driving. Mrs. Long, mother of five children and
seven step-children, takes exception to the
statement that men need to learn to drive and
women don't. She quickly jumps in the car and
shows one and all that women are as good at
driving as men are.
This marvelous sequel to Mountain Wedding
features all of the same characters-Mama, Papa,
and all of the Long children. A few years older,
willing to try new things, but still wearing (on
different children) the same clothes from the last
story. Grab Mountain Wedding to see what great
hand-me-downs Rand has created for the children.

••••
Goodall, Jane. Dr. White. Illustrated by Julie
Litty. North-South, 1999. ISBN 0-7358-1063X. $15.95. Not paginated.
A Pre-3 PB

Reviewed by Cinda Clement

good with critically ill children. But he happens to
be a dog, so when the health inspector comes, Dr.
White is banned from the hospital. When the
health inspector's child becomes critically ill in
the same hospital, a nurse lets Dr. White in to be
with the child. The next morning, the inspector
comes to the hospital and finds Dr. White lying
beside his smiling, recovering daughter.
Based on a true incident, this story is simply
told and beautifully illustrated in soft, spare pencil
and pale watercolors. This wonderful,
heartwarming book can be enjoyed by all.

••••
Haddix, Margaret Peterson. Just Ella. Simon &
Schuster, 1999. ISBN 0-689-82186-7. $17.00.
185 pp.

* 5-6+ FI

Reviewed by Vicky M. Turner

Cinders-Ella is what her "step-evils" call her.
Ella is what she calls herself, but when she
becomes a princess about to wed Prince
Charming, Princess Cynthiana Eleanora is what
everyone in the castle is obliged to call her.
Slowly she learns that getting even with Lucille
(her evil step-mother) by marrying "charm" is not
the sweet revenge she thought it would be. It's
awful being a princess-too many rules, too many
things she can't do because it isn't princess-like,
too many strange and uncomfortable clothes-just
too much! Ella wants to be her own person, one
who can choose to make a fire if she is cold, one
who can run in the halls, one who can go outside
and smell fresh air. Eventually she decides to tell
Charm that she cannot marry him, only to find
that this, too, is forbidden .
Just Ella is another delightful Cinderella story
that doesn't exactly follow the plot of the familiar
fairy tale.

••••

Dr. White is a remarkable doctor in the
pediatrics ward of the hospital who is especially
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Hague, Michael. The 23 rd Psalm. From the King
James Bible. I11ustrated by Michael Hague.
Henry Holt, 1999. ISBN 0-8050-3820-5.
$14.95. Not paginated.
A Pre-3 PB

Reviewed by Lillian Heil

Hague has illustrated this familiar psalm with
childlike images. For example, the phrase "he
leadeth me by the still waters" shows a boy
standing by the quiet water of a stream with a
fast-moving waterfall (as contrast) in the
background. The phrase "as I walk through the
valley of the shadow of death" has a child walking
through a cemetery, and the phrase "thy rod and
staff' is represented by a lovely country church.
The children are in old fashioned dress and in
a rural, country setting which may be hard for a
young city child to understand, but the peace and
beauty of the scenes certainly fit the spirit of this
beloved psalm. One very minor complaint is the
picture of a child walking with a goose almost as
tall as she is to illustrate the phrase "he leadeth me
in the paths of righteousness." Too many
experiences told by people who have owned geese
make it doubtful that any child in their right mind
would stand that close to this fierce member of
the fowl family.
Young children can begin to understand the
23 rd psalm with the help of this picture book.

••••
Harris, Robie H. It's So Amazing. Illustrated by
Michael Emberley. Candlewick, 1999. ISBN
0-7636-0051-2. $21.99. 79 pp.

* 2-7 NF

Reviewed by Nancy Alder

The cartoon illustrations and unabashedly
straightforward approach to sex education make
this a very clear, readable, and child-friendly
resource.
The unfiltered full body nudity cartoons and
lack of euphemisms and beating around the bush
in the text may draw criticism from readers who
balked at the author's earlier book, It's Perfectly
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Normal. But my 15-year-old liked that the book is
neither too "soft and cute" nor "like a technical
manual" as other sex-ed books sometimes tend to
be. My 11-year-old liked the book because he
could understand it without having to ask a lot of
questions. I found the information to be correct
and complete, and presented in a logical, amusing,
readable way. The index and the fact that the book
deals a bit with peripheral issues such as adoption,
how to play with and enjoy a new baby, and some
multi-cultural celebrations of a new child joining
the family are bonuses.
It's So Amazing is endorsed by a number of
big-wigs in child rearing circles and has a roster
of well-credentialed contributors. It's a good first
book on sex education, and it could be well
utilized with parental discussion and more indepth work for older kids.

••••
Hobbs, Valerie. Carolina Crow Girl. Frances
Foster, 1999. ISBN 0-374-31153-6. $16.00.
138 pp.
A 5-8 FI

Reviewed by Annette Van Wagenen

Eleven-year-old Carolina lives in an old
school bus with her mother, Melanie, and her
baby sister, Trinity. The family picks up and finds
a new place to live every time Mother runs out of
money, gets kicked out, or Social Services
investigates their living conditions. For Carolina,
it means starting school every few months. She
fears first day introductions but comes prepared
with a fabricated story to explain her situation.
In the field where the bus is parked this time
around, Carolina finds a baby crow that has fallen
from its nest. She decides to keep him until he is
able to fly. She also meets Stefan Crouch, whose
father owns a mansion adjacent to the field on
which they are living. He is a lonely boy confined
to a wooden wheelchair. He and Carolina discover
that their needs are the same, even though he is
rich and she is poor. Together they have
adventures that help them explore the fine line
between rootlessness and freedom.
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"Wheels make you free" is one message
behind this beautifully written novel. Freedom to
be yourself and not confined to set rules and
spaces is a theme interwoven with friendships that
can be built between two entire different
individuals.

appears to be several months old. Certainly the
Christ child was several months old when the
wise men visited, but was a newborn when
shepherds came from their fields. This magical
legend has been presented for centuries; however,
this version and its illustrations are quite ordinary.

••••
Hooks, William H. The Legend of the Christmas
Rose. Illustrated by Richard A. Williams.
HarperCollins, 1999. ISBN 0-06-027103-5.
$14.89. Not paginated.
C 3+ PB

Reviewed by Marsha D. Broadway

Nine-year-old Dorothy decides to follow her
older shepherd brothers who are taking a prized
lamb . the Christ child in this version of the
Christmas Rose legend. Recognizing that she has
no gift for the babe, Dorothy begins to weep. An
angel holding a pure white flower appears.
Dorothy covers her face, and when she opens her
eyes, white flowers carpet the ground. Dorothy
races through Bethlehem with an armful of
flowers to find the baby surrounded by chests of
gold, frankincense, myrrh, a lamb, three kings,
and three shepherds. (The illustration shows
Mary, Joseph, a couple of cows and a chicken also
present in the stable). Dorothy is the last to
present her gift, which she lays at the Child's feet.
He grasps a flower, apparently giving it healing
power. Sleepy Dorothy is carried home in her
oldest brother's arms.
Some inconsistencies exist in the illustrations
and text. Even though the text states that Dorothy
was born "long after the youngest of her brothers
had gone to the fields to tend the flocks,"
Dorothy's brothers appear too old--Joab and
Jonathan in their thirties and Micah in his forties.
One's beard is so precisely trimmed that he must
have had access to a Norelco. The story states that
the shepherds' journey was more than a day, but
that they would arrive in Bethlehem by nightfall.
Amazingly, the wise men in this story arrive prior
to the shepherds. Wise men, shepherds, and the
holy family are together in a stable, and the Baby
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••••
Hughes, Shirley. The Lion and the Unicorn.
Illustrated by Shirley Hughes. Dorling
Kindersley, 1999. ISBN 0-7894-2555-6.
$17.95. Not paginated.
B 2-6 PB

Reviewed by Cinda Clement

Lenny, a Jewish boy during World War II,
must leave London and the bombing there to live
in the English country. He is sent to a family who
are not Jewish, nor are they very sympathetic to
the trauma he is feeling. He tries to adjust to the
new surroundings, a new school, and to not
having any friends, but he misses his family
terribly.
This book has some good messages in it. It
might be a good catalyst for discussion on several
different subjects ranging from bed-wetting and
kindness to bravery and war. The writing seems a
little disjointed, but the illustrations are evocative
of the feelings the little boy must be having,
which adds to the story.

••••
Kennedy, Kim. Frankenfrog. Illustrated by Doug
Kennedy. Hyperion, 1999. ISBN 0-78682323-2. $15.99. 28 pp.
A 2+ PB

Reviewed by Donna J. Jorgensen

Dedicated to "all the frogs that never made it
out of the seventh-grade biology lab,"
Frankenfrog is invented by mad Dr. Franken to
catch the offspring of a hideous Hyperflyaccidently also invented by Dr. Franken.
Frankenfrog has ideas of his own, though. He
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doesn't want to tackle Hyperfiy, he wants to go to
the swamp. The regular frogs at the swamp, are,
of course, afraid of him and run off. Suddenly,
Hyperfly buzzes by with the mad doctor and his
assistant. Frankenfrog zaps him and they all go
back to the castle.
Second graders find this book especially
hilarious. The pictures are zany and bold, and the
story is lots of fun.

••••
King-Smith, Dick. Charlie Muffin's Miracle
Mouse. Illustrated by Lina Chesak. Crown,
1999. ISBN 0-517-80034-9. $17.99. 105 pp.
A 3-6 FI

Reviewed by Donna J. Jorgensen

Shy Charlie Mouse is quite a grown-up mouse
farmer. He breeds every imaginable color of mice.
He is also a taxidermist who has an interest in
model railroads. One day a young woman comes
to buy a mouse from him and they fall into an
easy friendship. Merry Day (the young woman)
loves mice and encourages Charlie to try to breed
a green mouse. Charlie feels this is not possible
but tries anyway. Finally, after a year and many
generations of breeding, one green mouse is born.
Merry and Charlie marry and take the mouse
(Adam Mouse, by name) to the Mouse Show
where he wins Supreme Champion. In order to
protect Adam from being stolen, Charlie paints
him black and dyes several white mice green.
When a theft does occur, they decide to let the
public believe that Adam has been stolen. Even
though Adam is bred several times, there is never
again a green mouse. When Adam dies, he is
stuffed and kept on the mantle, where the couple's
daughter, Cherry, can enjoy him and hear his
story over and over.
Very typically King-Smith, this unlikely story
is fun to read, incorporates a bit of scientific
knowledge about breeding and taxidermy, and
keeps the reader's interest until the end. The type
is large and there are illustrations, but the story
would appeal to an older child needing an easy-toread book.
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••••
Kretzer-Malvehy, Terry. Passage to Little
Bighorn. Rising Moon, 1999. ISBN 0-87358712-X. $6.95.217 pp.

* 6-10 FI

Reviewed by Cinda Clement

Fifteen-year-old Dakota is having trouble
accepting his mixed heritage and is thrown back
in time to be with his ancestors, the Lakota
Indians, and Chief Sitting Bull. He learns the
Indian ways and comes to accept them and
understand that they are his own ancestors. He
quickly realizes that he is in the time of the
massacre at Little Bighorn, but he has no power to
change the events of history.
This book is very interesting reading, both
from a historical perspective and a personal point
of view. The author is familiar with the customs
and history of the Indian people of this time and
enlightens the reader through the eyes and
adventures of Dakota. This is great, entertaining
reading for the elementary grades studying U.S.
history or for anyone interested in understanding
more about this time period. The history is
wrapped in a novel that is well-written and
captivating.

••••
Kurtz, Jane. I'm Sorry, Almira Ann. Illustrated by
Susan Havice. Henry Holt, 1999. ISBN 08050-6094-4. $15.95. 120 pp.
A- 2-4 FI

Reviewed by Donna J. Jorgensen

Two eight-year-old girls, both born on the 4th
of July, are journeying from Missouri to Oregon
on the Oregon Trail. Sarah and Almira Ann have
been friends all their lives and are glad they won't
have to leave each other behind. On the trail,
Almira Ann makes clothes for her beloved doll
and makes a rag doll for Sarah's birthday. As the
trail gets difficult and dusty, Sarah's temper gets
the better of her, and her behavior disappoints
Almira Ann. When she tries to make up with
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Almira Ann, Sarah plays a joke on her, and
Almira Ann falls out of the wagon to have the
wheel run over her leg, and a goat eat all but the
head of her doll.
Although the accident was unintentional,
Sarah feels responsible and Almira Ann doesn't
want to see her. After days of sadness, Sarah
embarks on a plan to make amends. She plans a
surprise of lemonade, made from the carbonated
waters at Soda Springs and some lemon syrup,
and she makes a new doll with the head she
rescued. The two friends are reunited.
The author adds a note explaining the facts
and fictions of her story. It is well written and
accurate to the time period. The values stressed,
of self-control, not envying others, and of making
the best of what one has are not new to pioneer
stories, but are desirable nonetheless. Since the
character are eight years old, going on nine, this
book will appeal to a third grader who reads well.

••••
Lewis, C. S. The World of Narnia: The Wood
Between the Worlds. Illustrated by Deborah
Maze. HarperCollins, 1999. ISBN 0-06027640-1. $14.95. Not paginated.
A 2-6 PB

Reviewed by Annette Van Wagenen

In a story set about 100 years ago, Polly and
Digory meet in London during the summer. One
rainy day, while exploring the attic, they discover
Uncle Andrew's forbidden study. When Uncle
Andrew gives Polly a magic ring, she disappears.
Digory follows to rescue her and finds himself in
a mysterious wood. When he meets up with Polly,
they are plunged into the dying world of Cham.
The evil Queen Jadis wants to return to London
with the children to overtake their world. Polly
and Digory's exciting journey to Namia is just
beginning. Many adventures await them.
This beautifully illustrated book lets young
readers enter the world of Namia. Maze's rich
water-colored illustrations vividly bring the story
to life. Inspired by the original books, the
enchanting characters and settings are brilliantly
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portrayed. This book will appeal to those whose
hearts were captured by C. S. Lewis' The
Chronicles ofNarnia as well as first time readers
of this series.

••••
Lisle, Janet Taylor. The Lost Flower Children.
Illustrated by Satomi Lisle. Philomel, 1999.
ISBN 0-399-23393-8. $16.99. 122 pp.
A 2-4 FI

Reviewed by Annette Van Wagenen

Nine-year-old Olivia and her demanding fiveyear-old sister, Nellie, are sent to live with Great
Aunt Minty upon the death of their mother. The
girls' father promises that it will be a temporary
solution to their care. He realizes that whitehaired Aunt Minty knows almost nothing about
children.
Things are very rough on their great aunt.
Nellie expects to have all the toys she wants, the
food served how she wants it, and to be able to
walk the stairways backwards. She absolutely
does not want Aunt Minty to invite any friends
over for her or Olivia to play with.
Then Aunt Minty takes them to the big,
horseshoe-shaped garden off her side porch. It's
so wild and overgrown that the sisters avoid it.
Then Olivia discovers an old story about a party
of children transformed into flowers by an evil
fairy. The spell can only be broken if the lost
children's eight cups and teapot are brought
together. When a teacup is uncovered in the dirt,
the girls begin to spend hours in the garden
looking for more. What happens next is a
miraculous discovery as the sisters work together
and find their truest selves.

••••
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London, Jonathon. The Waterfall. Illustrated by
Jill Kastner. Penguin, 1999. ISBN 0-67087617-8. $15.95. Not paginated.
A K-4 PB

Reviewed by Cinda Clement

A family backpacking trip into the mountains
offers all of the wonderful experiences a backpack
trip includes, capped by the boys' enthusiastic
hike to the top of a waterfall that "can't be done."
At the top, the boys holler down to their parents to
come up, too. With the boys' encouragement, the
parents make it, and the whole family enjoys the
victory and the experience. They hike up farther
and one of the boys finds a piece of driftwood to
carry home. The family place it in the yard as a
reminder of their great adventure. This
enthusiastic story of camping is told through the
eyes of a young boy. The illustrations, done in oil
paint, are vivid and evocative of mountains, the
outdoors, and good times. The whole book has a
feeling of cheer that a trip to the mountains
brings. Some good lessons are offered in the
book: lessons on perseverance, on doing what
can't be done and achieving goals.

••••
Lynch, Chris. Whitechurch. HarperCollins, 1999.
ISBN 0-06-028330-0. $14.89.247 pp.
B 9-12 FI

Reviewed by Janet O. Francis

Oakley, Pauly, and Lilly are far from the
ordinary high school run-of-the-mill gang, what
with poetry and disconnection, mystery and
erudition--even a town that sets its tempo by the
railroad. These children, or, more properly, these
innocents, can't fit in and can't leave, and the
reader is pretty much in the same situation.
Pauly is the hero/anti-hero in this story of
three very unlikely friends in a small town. He's
bigger than life, considers himself the poet and
the lover and has dreams too big for Whitechurch
(which, by the way, may be a symbolic title for
things that should be white on the inside but are
only white churches). Pauly can only express the
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width of his visions to Oakley, who is the real
hero, the unsung poet, who always listens and
picks up the pieces. Lilly never belonged with the
group to begin with, she just showed up once and
became part of a trio.
This is not a book for casual readers and
parents may not like it, but for the mature
adolescent who is looking for communication
consisting of maximum ideas and minimum
description, Whitechurch will sound a clear note.
There is bad language and a murder; there is
despair and hope and very good writing. It may
well be thought of as the nineties' Catcher in the
Rye--or it may not. But whatever this book ends
up being, it won't go unnoticed!

••••
Marcus, Leonard S. A Caldecott Celebration: Six
Artists and Their Paths to the Caldecott
Medal. Walker, 1998. ISBN 0-8027-8656-1.
$18.95.49 pp.
A 3-5 PB NF Reviewed by Rachael W. Galvez

Children's book historian Leonard Marcus
spotlights an award winner from each of the last
six decades, in celebration of the 60th anniversary
of the Caldecott Medal. The artists featured are
Robert McCloskey for 1942's Make Way for
Ducklings; Marcia Brown for Cinderella in 1955;
Maurice Sendak for Where the Wild Things Are in
1964; William Steig for 1970's The Magic Pebble;
Chris Van Allsburg for Jumanji in 1982; and
David Wiesner for Tuesday in 1992. The book
gives a bit of personal history for each author,
focusing on the moments that led them to a career
in art, and specifically to children's book
illustration. It also shares insights into their
struggles and triumphs in creating the awardwinning books.
The book is primarily illustrated with
photographs of the artists and preliminary
drawings from the featured books. This glimpse
into the evolution of the artwork is fascinating!
The book would be most appealing to children
and adults who are familiar fans of the Caldecott
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books featured. It would also be enjoyable for
those who are interested in becoming artists or
illustrators themselves.

••••
Moore, Clement Clarke. The Night Before
Christmas. Illustrated by Tasha Tudor.
Putnam, 1999. ISBN 0-316-85579-0. $14.95
A Pre+ PB

Reviewed by Marsha D. Broadway

Tudor renders this ever popular holiday poem
for the third time (previous versions: St. Onge,
1962; Rand McNally, 1975). Employing her
familiar Victorian motifs and still using her
Vermont home as the setting, Tudor creates
pencil, ink, and watercolor illustrations that
harmonize with poem. Tudor fans will delight to
add this title to their personal libraries. It will
also be a welcomed gift book for many families.
Tudor's first and second versions are likely
missing from many public and school library
collections, and this third version will be an
excellent replacement.

••••
Murphy, Shirley Rousseau. Wind Child.
Illustrated by Leo and Diane Dillon.
HarperCollins, 1999. ISBN 0-06-024904-8.
$15.89. Not paginated.

* K-4 PB

Reviewed by Janet O. Francis

The wind loves a mortal woman who is not
afraid of his wildness. In a blowing house with
wild branches, they are happy. But then a child is
born and the wind's wife dies. Like other
brokenhearted fathers, he flees the baby and her
love and leaves her to grow up with an old woman
and a restless heart.
Resshie, his daughter (he named her for the
sound his sweeping passage through the trees
makes), spends her life searching for what she
knows is hers, but along the way she develops an
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extraordinary talent for weaving. When it brings
her happiness, it is of an unusual sort.
This lyrical fairy tale bears the marks of
Murphy's talent for mysterious romance. The
Dillons' elegantly colored illustrations could not
be a better match for Murphy's tale. Wind Child
is a highly satisfactory experience.

••••
Polacco, Patricia. Welcome Comfort. Illustrated
by Patricia Polacco. Philomel. 1999. ISBN 0399-23169-2. $16.99 Not paginated.
A 2-5 PB

Reviewed by Marsha D. Broadway

Welcome Comfort, a lonely, plumb foster
child, is taunted by his classmates. Portly and
joyous Quintin Hamp, the school's janitor,
befriends Welcome. Even with QUintin's
encouragement, Welcome finds believing in Santa
Claus difficult until the jolly man appears in
Welcome's bedroom and whisks him away for
Christmas Eve deliveries. At the flight's end,
Santa give Welcome his golden star pin.
Christmas day is celebrated with Quintin and
Martha Hamp, but the pin is not mentioned. Over
the years, the Hamps are like parents to Welcome-proud of his graduation, his job with Quintin, his
marriage to Ruby Jean. The Hamps always travel
north for Christmas Eve until the year that Quintin
retires as Superintendent of Maintenance. That
Christmas Welcome and Ruby Jean are invited
north with the Ramps. Arriving at a cabin on the
edge of a forest, Quintin hands Welcome a small
box. It contains the gold pin. When urged by the
Hamps to put it on, Welcome becomes Santa. The
story ends as it begins with a portly and joyous
Mr. Comfort finding a plumb little boy
surrounded by children.
With gifted storytelling, Polacco weaves a
tale about the magic of love and believing. Bad
things happen, but Polacco's tales often find hope
in unlikely places. Rer bright watercolors move
the reader from Welcome's humiliations and fears
to his soaring success. The emotional impact is
similar to Van Allsburg's The Polar Express.
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Welcome Comfort is a story for every child and
for believing adults.

••••
Rockwell, Anne. Bumblebee, Bumblebee, Do You
Know Me? A Garden Guessing Book.
Illustrated by Ann Rockwell. ISBN 0-06028212-6. $14.89. Not paginated.
A Pre-l FI

Reviewed by Sandra L. Tidwell

Rockwell's "garden guessing game" book
introduces preschoolers to ten common garden
flowers and nine garden insects and bugs.
My two-year-01d granddaughter loved the
repetition of the phrases "Bumblebee, bumblebee,
do you know me?" in the riddles (the insect
changes with each flower) and was anxious to turn
the page to discover the flower that was being
described. The basic shape drawings of insects
and flowers are brightly colored. The glossy pages
feel durable and the size of the book is just right
for preschoolers.

••••
Seibert, Patricia. Discovering El Nino: How Fable
and Fact Together Help Explain the Weather.
Illustrated by Jan Davey Ellis. Millbrook,
1999. ISBN 0-7613-1273-0. $21.90. 32 pp.
A 3-5 PB NF Reviewed by Rachael W. Galvez

This nonfiction picture book gives the history
of cultural belief and scientific study that have
synthesized into the weather theory popularly
known today as "El Nino." The Spanish term
traces back to fishermen on the coast of Peru, who
observed changing ocean currents because of their
striking effects on the coastal climate. They
observed that a warmer ocean current came every
year near Christmas time, thus the term "El
Nino," referring to the holy child. Later, a British
scientist who studied monsoon patterns could be
interconnected. Other scientists later validated his
theories and expanded on them. Today when
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people talk about E1 Nino they are usually
referring to a year when the ocean current is
warmer than usual, warm enough to effect
weather conditions all over the world. Such a year
seems to come every three to seven years. Many
scientists have also started using the name La
Nifia to refer to a year when the ocean currents are
colder than usual, which happens about half as
often as El Nino.
Although this is a picture book, the concepts
it discusses are quite sophisticated, making it
more appropriate for older grade-school children.
The illustrations are folkloric in style and
emphasize the fable aspect ofthe El Nino theory.
Overall, this is a very fun an informative book.

••••
Simon, Seymour. Crocodiles and Alligators.
HarperCollins, 1999. ISBN 0-0602-7473-5.
$15.95. Not paginated.
A 2-8 NF

Reviewed by Annette Van Wagenen

Sharp-toothed, stealthy, and scaly, alligators
and crocodiles have been among the most feared
of predators. These giant reptiles were probably
the source for fables of fire-breathing dragons and
huge serpents.
This book captures the wealth of "serpent"
secrets by renowned science writer Seymour
Simon. Discover information about the types of
crocodiles and alligators and how to tell them
apart. Twenty full-color photographs show such
things as sharp teeth in powerful jaws, fierce
mouths alert to prey, and eyes watching for a kill.
Learn how these reptiles can eat their food
without chewing or how an animal's habitat may
affect how long it lives. Most importantly, share
the wealth of knowledge of the important role that
alligators and crocodiles play in their natural
surroundings.

••••
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Spires, Elizabeth. The Mouse of Amherst.
Illustrated by Claire A. Nivola. Frances
Foster, 1999. ISBN 0-374-35083-3. $15.00.
64pp.
B 6-9 FI PT

Reviewed by Robert L. Maxwell

When the mouse Emmaline moves into Emily
Dickinson's bedroom wall she is unaware that
there is any significance to this event; however,
when one day Emmaline is inspired to write a
poem in response to one of Emily' s that has fallen
near her hole, a verse correspondence begins
between the two. Emmaline becomes quite
attached to her hostess and even goes so far at one
point to nearly bean an uncooperative publisher
over the head with a vase pushed from the mantel.
The friendship grows until the other inhabitants of
the Dickinson establishment-including a
cat-become suspicious and call in the
exterminator. Emmaline must leave, but she has
learned that she, too, is a poet, and in fact she
passes on her gift to her children.
This is a theme that has wonderful
possibilities, and Spires takes advantage of some
of them. Unfortunately the writing is somewhat
pedestrian at times, and is particularly at a
disadvantage when put side-by-side with
Dickinson' s masterful poems. Though the book is
not too long, I must wonder if it would retain the
interest of its (presumably) young-teen audience.
It does appear to be an accurate depiction of what
the Dickinson household might have been like and
includes and afterward telling the story of
Dickinson and the publication of her poems. The
Mouse of Amherst is illustrated with Nivola' s
charming line drawings that complement the story
well.

••••
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Janet Stevens ANn Susan ucl
Stevens Crunl1

© 1999 by Janet Stevens

Stevens, Janet and Susan Stevens Crummel.
Cook-a-Doodle-Doo. TIlustrated by Janet
Stevens. Harcourt Brace, 1999. ISBN 0-15201924-3. $17.00. Not paginated.

* Pre+ PB

Reviewed by Vicky M. Turner

This "cock" -eyed story tells the tale of the
Little Red Hen' s grandchildren looking for
something new and unusual to eat when they
rediscover grandma' s cookbook. Again the Cat,
Dog, and Goose are asked for their help and- no
surprise-they are still unwilling to help. But the
Pig, Iguana, and Turtle are ready, willing, and
more than able to help, saying "I can do that!"
These characters are so slow on the uptake that
nothing goes according to the recipe, but that' s
OK. With a little help from each other the
marvelous strawberry shortcake is finally
finished. Oooooopps! Iguana drops the dessert
and Pig immediately eats it. The only thing to do
is start again.
This is Stevens at her best. The strawberry
shortcake paper adds much to the taste of the
book. Try the shortcake recipe at the end of the
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book, only leave Pig, Iguana, and Turtle at horne
if you want a taste .

being lifted in more ways than one. Great for
reading, great for telling.

••••

••••
Vanasse, Deb. Out of the Wilderness. Clarion,
1999. ISBN 0-39591-1421-3. $15.00. 165 pp.
A 6-9 FI

fredrid, H. Thut}'

IIluso:aLed by Vlasta van Kampen

© 1999 by Vlasta van Kampen

Thury, Frederick H. The Last Straw. Illustrated by
Vlasta van Kampen. Tradewinds, 1999. ISBN
0-88106-152-2. $15.95. Not paginated.
A Pre-2 FI

Reviewed by Nancy Alder

A proud and grumpy camel reluctantly agrees
to carry gifts to the Christ child. As more and
more believers press him to take their gifts as
well, Hoshrnakaka learns something of humility
and "going the extra mile."
Kids love this story. From his name that
sounds so good when said with a cranky snarl to
his whiney complaints about his sciatica and
aching joints, Hoshrnakaka is an unlikely hero.
His complaints turn to boasts as he is lauded for
his strength and wisdom in being able to tote this
ever-increasing load. He takes on more and more
until a child, hoping to softenthe bed for the babe,
adds his very small offering--one last straw. A
satisfying ending has Hoshrnakaka' s burdens
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Reviewed by Sandra L. Tidwell

Fifteen-year-old Josh Harris, who last winter
was leading a normal life and playing on his high
school ice hockey team, now finds himself
"roughing it" during an Alaska winter with his
Dad and older half-brother, Nathan. Survival
skills are not the only thing that the family
struggles with, as Nathan goes off to live alone
after a disagreement over killing a charging bear.
Josh is the level-headed son, but he can only see
his father's concern for Nathan. Even Shannon, a
girl who comes to stay in a nearby cabin with her
father, admires Nathan's philosophical approach
to nature.
The absence of bad language in the book was
much appreciated and left the moving plot free of
distractions. The conversations between the
teenagers in the story are believable. Josh's
perspective, through which the story is told,
reveals his inner fears and struggles. And the story
doesn't have a fairy-tale ending. Just like life,
challenges are met a little at a time and the
family's struggles aren't all solved during this
single winter in the wilds of Alaska. At the end of
the story Nathan is recovering in a hospital after
being mauled by a bear, Josh's parents are still
divorced, and Josh's dad still has many concerns
for independent and often stubborn Nathan. The
book's main message to parents and teenagers is
to communicate.

••••
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Wangerin, Walter Jr. Mary's First Christmas.
Illustrated by Timothy Ladwig. Zondervan,
1999. ISBN 0-310-22216-8. $19.99. Not
paginated.
A K-4 FI

••••

Reviewed by Nancy Alder

The Bible account of the birth of Jesus and
the flight to Egypt is embedded in this tale of a
mother trying to soothe and entertain her injured
child.
Five-year-old Jesus is hit in the head by rocks
thrown by village children. His mother, Mary,
settles him down to rest by telling him the story of
his birth and mission. Woven through the fabric of
the story she tells is the love, wonder, and
understanding of Mary and Joseph and a Father in
Heaven for this little child. This engaging telling
of the familiar story adds dimension to the life of
the Christ Child and reinforces the message of
love given and love accepted. This book expands
the setting of the story in away that will appeal to
older readers and make the story fresh for young
listeners.

••••
Wells, Rosemary. Morris's Disappearing Bag.
Illustrated by Rosemary Wells. Viking, 1999.
ISBN 0-70-88721-8. $15.99. Not paginated.
A K-3 PB

For libraries with lost or tattered copies of the
1975 edition, this is a must-buy. Why not buy
two; they will be well-circulated regardless of the
season.

Reviewed by Marsha D. Broadway

What was old is delightfully new again with
the republication of Morris's Disappearing Bag.
First published in 1975, this comic story about
siblings opening and sharing Christmas gifts
features new brightly-colored illustrations.
Toddler-rabbit Morris is all smiles with his new
teddy bear until his siblings refuse to share their
toys and have no interest in his. After an unhappy
day, Morris discovers an overlooked gift that
makes him and his bag the center of attention.
Wells masterfully captured the emotions and
behaviors of Morris and his family. Both prose
and illustrations are simple but exact. Facial
expressions clearly convey the characters' moods.
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Wynne-Jones, Tim. Lord of the Fries. Dorling
Kindersley, 1999. ISBN 0-7894-2623-4.
$17.95. 214pp.
A 7-12 FI

Reviewed by Robert L. Maxwell

In these new stories set in rural and smalltown eastern Canada, young adult writer WynneJones has given us an evocative glimpse into a
world that will seem vaguely familiar and yet
vaguely foreign to many American readers, and
not only because of the international border; it
may seem vaguely foreign to urban Canadian
readers as well. The stories are a pleasurable read,
but are also thought provoking, some even
troubling. Many are set in the dead of the
Canadian winter, where small-town and farm life
can seem both enchanting and vulnerable, and the
weather sits as a constant backdrop to stories with
serious themes as diverse as privacy and
homelessness, sexual harassment, and paralyzing
shyness, making friends out of rivals, and
nationalist bigotry. Serious themes; but the stories
are laced with wit and good humor and one does
not feel any satire or cynicism in them.
The titles of the stories themselves lighten
what might be unbearable gloom. Ick, for
example, takes its name from the disease that
goldfish contract after a while in many kids' fish
bowls-the fish get white blotches and float to the
top of the water. But it also describes what is
going on in the story, which is how a class of
young teenagers, in a very clever way, deal with
and counteract unwanted flirtation by their teacher
toward one ofthe girls in class. In the title story,
Lord of the Fries, two girls attempt to find out the
imagined secret past of a short-order cook who
wants nothing more than to be left alone; and the
girls learn to respect his privacy. Two of the
stories have overtly Canadian themes: in The
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Anne Rehearsals a girl must learn to deal with her
jealousy when her best friend is chosen to portray
her hero, Anne of Green Gables, in the school
play. In the final story, The Chinese Babies,
contemporary Canadian nationalist issues surface
when an Anglophone family in an isolated
farmhouse on the border of Ontario and Quebec
must rescue three Francophone couples and their
three newly-adopted mainland Chinese babies
from a winter storm, resolving both tensions
within the family and between the two cultures.
Three of the stories deal with fears many
teenagers have experienced: what if a parent
disappears (The Bermuda Triangle)? What if I
didn't have any place to live (The Fallen Ange/)?
How do I make friends in a new town? Can I let
someone into my own private world (The Pinhole
Camera)? These stories are engaging and will
appeal to teenagers. They may even act as a point
of dialogue between these teenagers and their
parents.

••••

Young, Karen Romano. The Beetle and Me: A
Love Story. Greenwillow, 1999. ISBN 0-68815922-2. $15.00.181 pp.
A 5+ FI

Reviewed by Vicky M. Turner

Daisy Pandolfi isn't old enough to drive, but
the little old broken-down VW Beetle in the ice
house is calling to her. When she finally
convinces her father to let her have it so she can
get it into working order, she fmds that it takes
family, friends, a few ups, and lots of downs to
restore an old car.
This book is a fun read, especially for girls
who like repairing cars, but it is not so technical
that those of us who only know how to turn the
key are indifferent. It also has just enough of a
love story to appeal to those looking for young
love.

••••

Young, Jay. The Art of Science: A Pop-Up
Adventure in Art. Candlewick, 1999. ISBN 07636-0754-1. $27.99. Not paginated.
A 2-6 NF

Reviewed by Naney Alder

This fun, hands-on book lets kids experience
some of the scientific aspects of art by examining
illusion, perspective, and more as they relate to
well known and less renowned works of art.
This book deals only a glancing blow at its
subject matter, but it is a fun way to whet a child's
appetite for science and art. A dip into this
volume will give kids an experiential, tactile
reading session that may cause them to view
things in the. real world-and the art
world-differently .

••••
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New In Paperback
By Jim Jacobs
Professor
Department of Teacher Education
Brigham Young University
The following books have recently appeared in
paperback, either for the first time or after a long
absence. All are recommended.
Ancona, George. Carnaval. Photographs by
George Ancona. Harcourt Brace, 1999. ISBN
0-15-201792-5. $9.00. Not paginated. Grades
2-6. Text and photographs present the
traditions and rituals of the annual celebration
of Carnaval as experienced in the small
Brazilian city of Olinda.
Carle, Eric. From Head to Toe. Illustrated by Eric
Carle. HarperTrophy, 1999. ISBN 0-06443596-2. $6.95. Not paginated. Grades PreK. Encourages the reader to exercise by
following the movements of various animals;
presented in question and answer format.
Fleischman, Paul. Seed/olks. HarperTrophy, 1999.
ISBN 0-06-447207-8. $4.95. 69 pp. Grades
5+. One by one, a number of people of
varying ages and backgrounds transform a
trash-filled inner-city lot into a productive
and beautiful garden, and in doing so the
gardeners themselves are transformed.
Fletcher, Susan. Shadow Spinner. Simon &
Schuster, 1999. ISBN 0-689-83051-3. $4.99.
217 pp. Grades 4-8. Marjan, a thirteen-yearold crippled girl in ancient Persia, is invited
to join the Sultan's harem when it is
discovered that she can help gather for Queen
Shahrazad the stories that will save the
queen's life.
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Henderson, Douglas. Dinosaur Tree. Illustrated
by Douglas Henderson. Simon & Schuster,
1999. ISBN 0-689-82943-4. $5.99. 32 pp.
Grades 2-6. About 225 million years ago, a
tree sprouted, grew for 500 years, and then
fell in the forest of what is now northern
Arizona where it eventually fossilized and is
today a part of the Petrified Forest National
Park.
Kennedy, K. J. and Dorothy M. Kennedy. Knock
at a Star: A Child's Introduction to Poetry.
Little, Brown, 1999. ISBN 0-316-48800-3.
$10.95. 165 pp. Grades K-6. Updated and
expanded edition. Originally published in
1982, this new edition is a collection of
poems arranged in such categories as poems
that make you smile, send messages, or share
feelings; poems that contain "beats that
repeat" or "word play"; and special kinds of
poems such as limericks, songs, and haiku.
Lasky, Kathryn. Lunch Bunnies. Illustrated by
Marylin Hafuer. Little, Brown, 1999. ISBN 0316-51586-8. $5.95. Not paginated. Grades
K-3. Clyde the Rabbit is ready to start school,
but after talking with his brother, he is
worried about what will happen at lunchtime.
Pinkney, Andrea D. Bill Pickett: Rodeo-Ridin'
Cowboy. Illustrated by Brina Pinkney.
Harcourt Brace, 1999. ISBN 0-15-202103-5.
$6.00. Not paginated. Grades 2-6. Describes
the life and accomplishments of the son of a
former slave whose unusual bulldogging style
made him a rodeo star.
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Salisbury, Graham. Shark Bait. Bantam
Doubleday Dell, 1999. ISBN 0-440-22803-4.
$4.50. 151 pp. Grades 4-8. Twelve-year-old
Mokes is tom between obeying his father, the
police chief in the small town of Kailua,
Hawaii, and being with his friends who plan
to go see a fight between an island boy and a
sailor.
Sanderson, Ruth. Papa Gatto. Illustrated by Ruth
Sanderson. Little, Brown, 1999. ISBN 0-31677112-0. $5.95. Not paginated. Grades 2-4.
Seeking someone to care for his motherless
kittens, Sir Gatto, advisor to the Prince, hires
a beautiful but lazy girl and then her plain but
loving stepsister.
Steltzer, Ulli. Building an Igloo. Photographs by
Ulli Steltzer. Henry Holt, 1999. ISBN 08050-6313-7. $6.95. Not paginated. Grades
K-6. Illustrated with photographs, an Inuit
father and son show the process of building
an igloo from the first step of choosing the
right snow to the finishing touches of adding
a chimney and a window made of sea ice.
Yolen, Jane and Bruce Coville. Armageddon
Summer. Harcourt Brace, 1999. ISBN Q-15202268-6. $5.99. 266 pp. Grades 5+.
Fourteen-year-old Marina and sixteen-yearold Jed accompany their parents' religious
cult, the Believers, to await the end of the
world atop a remote mountain, where they try
to decide what they themselves believe.
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Asher, Sandra Fenichel. Emma. Dramatic
Publishing, 1997. ISBN 0-87129-812-0.
$5.50. 84 pp.
A- 8+ PB

Reviewed by Tracy Twitchell

Emma is a faithful adaptation of Jane
Austen's delightful story of the same title. Emma
Woodhouse is a bright, attractive, and willful
young woman. She spends a great deal of her time
playing matchmaker between her young friend,
Harriet, and all of the wrong people. Emma's
intentions are of the best sort, but her constant
meddling in others' affairs of the heart leads to
some very amusing misunderstandings. In the
course of her intrigues, she nearly misses
recognizing her own true love. Yet all ends well
with everyone married to whom they deserve.
This play is full of memorable characters.
Care has been taken to maintain all of the
language and sensibilities present in the original
work. By employing the character of Austen
herself to oversee the relating of the story, the
author is able to achieve a tightly constructed play
devoid of any loose ends in the plot. However, in
order to condense the play in this manner, the
author employs numerous short, somewhat cryptic
scenes. Attention will need to be paid to the
staging of this piece. Ten separate locations are
indicated in the script. With creativity these
scenes can be placed amid a few carefully
arranged set pieces and personal props. Because
this script is a period piece (1813), necessary
considerations should be employed in the
costuming. The cast consists of2l (9 M, 12 F) but
may be played by 16 (7 M, 9 F) with doubling.

••••

Burdett, Lois. Romeo and Juliet for Kids. Firefly
Books, 1998. ISBN 1-55209-229-1. $19.95.
58 pp.
-----. A Midsummer Night's Dream for Kids.
Firefly Books, 1997. ISBN 1-55209-124-4.
$8.95. 58 pp.
-----. Macbeth for Kids. Firefly Books, 1996.
ISBN 0-88753-233-0. $14.15. 58 pp.
-----. Twelfth Nightfor Kids. Firefly Books, 1994.
ISBN 0-88753-233-0. 34 pp.
A- 1-4 PB

Reviewed by Tracy Twitchell

Burdett has taken four of Shakespeare's better
known plays and made them more accessible to a
younger audience. While remaining faithful to the
story lines in every detail, she has rewritten the
original texts in rhyming couplets. Her
adaptations are well suited for reading or
performing for children ages 6-10. While older
children are certainly capable of handling the
language originally employed by Shakespeare,
younger children, who may feel intimidated by
such, will have no difficulties with these texts.
Burdett, a second grade teacher who has worked
with children and Shakespeare for over twenty
years, understands well that the opportunity to
study Shakespeare can enrich the lives of young
children. She has provided the means whereby
such learning can take place.
Although no specific staging instructions are
included in the texts, Burdett does offer a variety
of suggestions to parents and educators on crosscurricular and expansion activities. The plays
could be staged with a minimum amount of effort.
Sets could be accomplished with simple scenic
elements, and costumes could be largely
suggested and then embellished with a few
specific personal props .

••••
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Kaye, David. RUMPf The Musical. Brown Bag
Productions, 1991. ISBN 1-58193-176-X.
$7.00. 34 pp.
A- K-4

Reviewed by Tracy Twitchell

RUMPf Is an enthusiastic musical adaptation
of Rumpel stiltskin, the well known fairy tale from
the Brothers Grimm. The tale is delightfully told
in retrospect by villagers gathered for an annual
celebration. The Kingdom is in serious financial
distress when quite unwittingly the Miller makes
a statement that condemns his daughter to spin
straw into gold or his life is forfeit. The Miller's
daughter manages this fantastic feat with the help
of a mysterious little man, but when she runs out
of items for payment she agrees to give him her
first born child after she weds the Prince. When
the little man comes to collect, the only thing that
will save the child is for the Princess to guess his
name. With the help of some bumbling but kindhearted villagers, the name is discovered and
everyone lives happily ever after.
This delightful play is sure to enchant
younger audiences. In a light-hearted manner, it
explores the consequences of selfishness, deceit,
and the lack of courage to stand up for what one
believes. The musical can be staged with little or
no scenery, but the musical ability of the
performers will require special attention when
casting. It is written for 20 characters, the
majority of which are male (14), but this can
change depending on the casting of the villagers.
This could be a successful production for
community theatres or for secondary school
groups to stage for elementary children.

••••
Kornhauser, Barry. Lincoln's Log. Anchorage,
1996. ISBN 0-87602-369-3. $6.00.66 pp.
A 2-7

Reviewed by Sara Christiansen

Lincoln's Log is based on the life of Thomas
Tad Lincoln. Abraham Lincoln has just been
elected into office and is moving his little family
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to the White House. Tad and his brother Willie
have a great many games that they like to play
that keep the housekeepers on their toes. As the
story progresses, we are taken through various
consequential moments in history. Willie passes
away, from malaria or scarlet fever, and Tad must
deal with his father's political life and his
mother's unending grief for her son. The
relationship between Tad and his father
progresses and we are able to see how close they
are. Throughout the play, the scenes are narrated
by an older and dying Tad, who is reflecting on
his years in the White House. The play nears its
end with the assassination of the President, and
finally concludes with Tad being with his father
agam.
This would be an excellent play to use in
studying U.S. History. The use of puppets would
make it very enjoyable for a younger audience.
Theatrical effects are used extensively in this
play, including the use of shadowing, puppetry,
and slides. Each of these, as well as the fact that
the story takes place through the eyes of a young
boy, will make it easier to keep the attention of a
younger audience.
The play could be easily performed by four
actors. Tad may be played by a young person or a
talented adult. The other three (2 M, 1 F) would
be played by adults. Requires period costumes
and one set with puppet stage. Recommended for
professional companies or very experienced
amateur groups.

••••
Koste, V. Glasgow. The Chicago Gypsies.
Dramatic Publishing, 1989. ISBN 0-87129927-5. $5.25. 66 pp.
A- 4-7

Reviewed by Emily Van Camp

Charley and her parents are members of a
touring acting company. Because they follow their
work from city to city, Charley is forced to deal
with the challenges of being the new kid. Finding
a friend in an elderly landlady, Charley begins to
realize her place in the world and the good that
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she has to offer.
The Chicago Gypsies is an enjoyable story of
a girl's struggle to discover herself. The
characters are realistic and well drawn, and the
plot is easy to follow. The segues between the
scenes are particularly smooth. The play weighs
heavily on conversation and dialogue as opposed
to action.

••••
Mast, Edward. Wolf Child: The Correction of
Joseph. Anchorage, 1999. ISBN 0-87602368-5. $6.00. 54 pp.
A-

6-12 PB

Reviewed by Tracy Twitchell

Joseph is a child of the forest reclaimed by a
minister from the wolf family who was raising
him. The minister believes that bringing
civilization to Joseph will prove once and for all
the supreme nature of the human soul. This begins
the correction of Joseph from wolf to boy. Joseph
is bewildered by the hard, flat, silent world that
now surrounds him, whereas once all of nature
spoke to him. The story unfolds aided by the
halting word of the "Traveler." As the play
progresses we come to understand that the
Traveler is a mature Joseph who slowly learned
that objects are followed by words, that humans
walk on two feet, not four, and that he does not
truly belong in either world.
This is a tightly constructed play. Although
young audiences will quickly associate Joseph
with the character of Mowgli in other literature,
the depth and compassion of this work enables it
to stand on its own. The author is careful to let
each character share their own point of view
without imposing a sense of bias. The play is
written for a cast of 5 (3 M, 2 F). The staging can
be accomplished with simple scenic elements, but
attention to details in the costuming is necessary.
Each character wears a mask at the beginning of
the play. The play provides excellent and
challenging character roles in the parts of Joseph
and the Traveler. Recommended for profession or
very experienced amateur companies.

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/cbmr/vol20/iss3/9

••••
McCampbell, Bryan. Crosses to Bear. Eldridge,
1999.24 pp.
A- 9-12

Reviewed by Tracy Twitchell

The students of Jacksonville High School
must first learn to cope, and then try to heal, after
the tragic death of two classmates. Lisa's brother,
Jacksonville's All-State quarterback, loses control
of his car after drinking too much at a party and
causes an accident that takes his life and the life
of another student, Heather. Lisa is tormented by
guilt because she knew of her brother's drinking
problem and feels that she did not take sufficient
action to stop him from driving while drunk.
Heather's brother, Kurt, is burdened by his own
guilt. He also had been drinking and had called
Heather to come pick him up. Ifhe had not called,
she would not have been on the road that night.
Tension increases when the football team wants to
place a roadside cross for Brad next to the one
that is being erected in Heather's memory. Aren't
the crosses meant to remind us of the victims? In
the end the loss of these two youth becomes a
cross for all to bear.
The tragic results of teenage drinking and
driving are addressed with surprising depth in this
one-act play. The writer deals frankly with the
pain, torment, and confusion of those left behind
to cope with the tragedy. The subject has been
presented in a mature manner and is best suited to
high school students. It should serve as an
excellent springboard for discussion with young
people.
The cast consists of 16 (5 M, 5 F, 6 extras)
with the possibility of doubling ifnecessary. The
set requirements are minimal for this production
and no costuming beyond what a typical teenager
would wear is required.

••••
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McDonough, Jerome. USERS, an Ongoing
Tragedy. I.E.Clark, 1999. ISBN 0-88680-4590.22 pp.
A 9-12

Reviewed by Harold R. Oaks

This powerful, effective work is aimed at high
school age youth. It deals with various forms of
substance abuse in a way that does not talk down
to the audience nor preach to them. It is set up so
that the simple consequences of personal
decisions are made clear. McDonough worked
with counselors and law enforcement agencies to
get a sharp focus on the characters, situations and
consequences involved. The playwright requires
that a phone and address list oflocal, regional and
national substance abuse organizations be printed
with the programs for each performance, and that
counselors be available for audience members
who want to talk after the show. A list of national
numbers are provided in the preface to the play.
Abuse areas covered: pills, inhalants, snuff,
PCP, marijuana, alcohol, poly drugs, cigarettes,
rape drugs, LSD, heroin, and crack. In each
scenario, an abuser recounts his or her experience,
and is followed by an "Outcome." The writing is
direct and accurate for the character, and powerful
in describing outcomes that grow naturally out of
the circumstances.
Staging is simple. Cast size may vary (3 M, 2
F, 9 either) with doubling, but may be expanded
if desired. Easily toured.

••••
St. John, Billy. The Dastardly Doctor Devereaux.
Pioneer Drama Service, 1998. 63 pp.
B+ 3-7 PB

Reviewed by Emily Van Camp

The evil Dogsbreath Devereaux is scheming
to take over the Hanover D. Cash Clinic to inherit
a fortune. With the aid of his brutish cohort, Nurse
Hilde Hatchet, Devereaux attempts to marry and
then murder the wealthy widow and clinic owner,
Lotta Cash. The loathsome plan becomes
complicated when a virtuous and innocent nurse,
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Wendy March, comes to work at the clinic.
The Dastardly Doctor Devereaux is a typical
melodrama complete with a lecherous villain, a
beautiful young heroine, a handsome and nobel
hero, and a cast of quirky comedic characters.
The music is monotonous and lacks
creativity. The dialogue is predictable and fairly
empty, but could be made enjoyable by a polished
acting company. The set and costumes are simple.
Devereaux calls for a cast of 16 (6 F, 4 M, 6
either) with a larger cast if desired.

••••
St. John, Billy. Heaven Help the Po Taters.
Pioneer Drama Service, 1994. 40 pp.
B+ 4-8 PB

Reviewed by Sarah Christiansen

This is the story of a small Idaho town in
desperate need of water. Their crops are dying and
they will all have to sell their land and move away
if they don't get help fast! They hold a town
council, and one of the town members, Noah
Count, tells them that they need to go to the Busy
Beaver Corporation and convince Miss Sue Duse
to give them some water. They all agree to send
the young and handsome Spud. The entire town
ends up following Spud to the city to make sure
that he doesn't get into any trouble. Soon after,
they realize that Miss Duse was just a pawn in the
hands of Noah Count, who had been holding the
deeds to their water. Noah Count escapes the
townsfolk and kidnaps their children, holding
them hostage on the top of the dam. He threatens
to blow them up with dynamite, but with Spud's
quick thinking they are able to save the children
and throw Noah over the wall of the dam.
Fortunately, as Noah sinks the dynamite goes off
under water, blowing up the dam and irrigating
the fields.
This cute play would best be performed in
classic, melodramatic style. The people of
Tatertown are simple, as should be the set design
and costuming. The script calls for 16 (9 M, 7 F,
plus extras).
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••••
St. John, Billy. The Great Ice Cream Scheme!
Pioneer Drama Service, 1996. 46 pp.
B 4-8

Reviewed by Sarah Christiansen

This setting is a small ice cream parlor owned
by Pop Sicle. A young man, Robin Baskin, has an
exciting new idea for the future of Pop Sicle's ice
cream, but he never gets a chance to share it.
Meanwhile, I.C. Custard, the villain, is plotting to
steal the secret recipe to Pop's famous ice cream.
His accomplice, Parfait DeLux, succeeds in
stealing the key to the ice cream parlor from
Robin and sneaking back to the kitchen to steal
the recipe. Upon doing so, she finds Custard
practically frozen, having been locked in the
freezer. As she is thawing him out, Robin returns
to discover DeLux and Custard attempting to steal
the recipe. All of the other parlor workers,
including Pop himself, show up and a large brawl
ensues. The heros succeed in catching the villains
and Robin finally has the opportunity to share his
idea: to open a chain of ice cream parlors, which
sells not only the famous vanilla ice cream, but
many additional new flavors made by mixing in
the toppings.
This melodrama would work well as a
production staged by secondary school students
for younger audiences. Costumes would be simple
and the set requirements are minimal. Cast calls
for 11 (5 F, 6 M), but more could be used at the
discretion of the director.

••••
Sodaro, Craig. David Copperfield. Eldridge, 1997.
63 pp.
B- 5-9

Reviewed by Tracy Twitchell

This adaptation of Charles Dickens' novel
falls short of its mark. Intended to chronicle the
coming-of-age of young David Copperfield in
19th century England, the play employs numerous
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short, cryptic scenes in order to span nearly
twenty years. David's early life of poverty and
misery, first at his family's estate and later in
London, are depicted in Act I. Act II begins five
years later as David, now successful and trying to
make his own way in life. Misfortune quickly
overtakes him, however, as all of his closest
friends and relations lose their fortunes at the
hand of the despicable Uriah Heep. In the end,
justice prevails as fortunes are restored, evil-doers
are punished, and David is married to the lovely
Agnes Wickfield.
The structure of this adaptation allows for
very little character development. As a result, the
characters are flat and not engaging. The
technique of employing the actors as both
characters and narrators adds to this problem by
forcing the actors out of character to provide
narration at frequent intervals. In addition, the
language of the play is contrived and lacks the
manners and tone of the original work.
Suggestions are given on staging the ten different
settings contained in the play. Production notes
are also provided for the music and necessary
props. Helpful ideas are furnished as well for the
period costumes. The cast consists of 15 men, 13
women and 7 flexible extras. Doubling is possible
if necessary, and the large role of David can be
played by two actors--one as the child and one as
the young man.

••••
Thistle, Louis. Dramatizing Classic Poetry for
Middle and High School Students. Smith and
Kraus, 1999. ISBN 1-575250155-8. $19.95 .
259 pp.
A 5-12 PB

Reviewed by Harold R. Oaks

Thistle has come up with a new approach to
poetry at the upper elementary and secondary
school level. This text focuses on the student who
has problems with either English language or
classical text. It assumes the need for a careful,
simple approach that will introduce students to
unusual and significant material in a new and
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interesting manner.
Thistle starts with a basic introduction to
dramatization that assumes no background in
theatrical studies. Then it suggests ways to adapt
material, using her techniques, followed by a wide
range of examples which comprise the majority of
the book. These examples include lyrical poetry,
ballads, nonsense verse, historical narrative
poetry, and performing poetry by many well
known poets. The book also contains a 40+ page
text for a performance to be presented to an
audience that encompasses a variety of material.
Thistle also includes directing, acting,
property and costuming notes for the works
suggested. This is a valuable new tool for the
classroom
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Book Publishers
CANDLEWICK PRESS, 2067 Massachusetts
Ave., Cambridge, MA 02140
CAROLRHODA PUBLISHING, see LERNER
PUBLISHING
CHARLESBRIDGE PUBLISHING, 85 Main St.,
Watertown, MA 02472
CLARION BOOKS, 215 Park Ave. South, New
York, NY 10003
CROWN BOOKS FOR YOUNG READERS, 201
East 50th St., New York, NY 10022
DELACORTE PRESS, 1540 Broadway, New
York, NY 10036
DORLING KINDERSLEY, 95 Madison Ave.
NewYork,NY
FARRAR, STRAUS & GIROUX, 19 Union
Square W, New York, NY 10003
FRANCES FOSTER BOOKS, see FARRAR,
STRAUS, & GIROUX
HARCOURT BRACE TRADE PUBLISHERS
CHILDREN'S BOOKS DIV, 525 B. St.,
Suite 1900, San Diego, CA 92101-4495
HARPERCOLLINS CHILDREN'S BOOKS, 10
E. 53'd St., New York, NY 10022
HENRY HOLT & CO., 115 W. 18th St., New
York, NY 10011
HOUGHTON MIFFLIN CO., 222 Berkeley St.,
Boston, MA 02116
HYPERION BOOKS FOR CHILDREN, 114
Fifth Ave., New York, NY 10011-5690
LERNER PUBLISHING, 241 First Ave. N,
Minneapolis, MN 55401
MILLBROOK PRESS, 2 Old New Milford Road,
Brookfield, CT 06804
MORROW JUNIOR BOOKS, 1350 Avenue of
the Americas, New York, NY 10019
NORTH-SOUTH BOOKS, 1123 Broadway, Ste.
800, New York, NY 10010
ORCHARD BOOKS, 95 Madison Ave., New
York, NY 10016
PENGUINIPUTNAM BOOKS FOR YOUNG
READERS, 345 Hudson St., New York, NY
10014.
PENGUIN USA, 375 Hudson St., New York, NY
10014
PHILOMEL BOOKS, see PENGUINIPUTNAM
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BOOKS FOR YOUNG READERS
PUTNAM & GROSSET GROUP, 200 Madison
Ave., New York, NY 10016
RISING MOON PUBLISHING, PO Box 1389,
Flagstaff, AZ 86002-1389
SCHOLASTIC INC., 555 Broadway, New York,
NY 10012
SIMON & SCHUSTER BOOKS FOR YOUNG
READERS, 1230 Avenue of the Americas,
New York, NY 10020
WALKER AND COMPANY, 435 Hudson St.,
New York, NY 10014
ZONDERVAN PUBLISHING HOUSE, Grand
Rapids, MI 49530

Play Publishers
ANCHORAGE PRESS, PO Box 8067, New
Orleans, LA 70182
BROWN BAG PRODUCTIONS,
DRAMATIC PUBLISHING, PO Box 129,
Woodstock, IL 60098
ELDRIDGE PUBLISHING, PO Box 1595
Venice, FL 34284
FIREFLY BOOKS, 3680 Victoria Park Avenue
Toronto, ON CANADA M2H 3K1
I. E. CLARK PUBLISHING, Schulenburg, TX
78956-0246
PIONEER DRAMA SERVICE, INC., PO Box
4267, Englewood, CO 80155
SMITH & KRAUSS, INC. PO Box 127, One

Main St., Lyme, NH 03768
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